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Good morning Traders!

The pain continues this morning with my entire equity watch list of about 100 names 90% in
the red, only names like $MCD and $UNP for the defensive plays. $KSS Kohls gapped up
over 33% in pre-market with talk of a takeover.

The big story is obviously Russia, been talking too much about it lately so let's just store all of
that Russia talk as a variable called 'Russia' and leave it there for now.

$EURCHF is at all time lows, to clarify, the Swiss Franc is on bid, risk capital is piling in to the
safe haven currency and we are now trading at historical levels for the currency.

The Swiss Franc was the Global Reserve Currency in the 1930's before Bretton Woods. It
proved its value during WWII as a safe haven for both Axis and Allies in the war, along with
the everyday family that had to escape the war.



Back to our variable, Russia, the Ruble has been dumpity dump dump dumped since 2015,
right about the time the the Swiss National Back (SNB) dropped the peg to the $EURO at
1.20.

If you weren't trading currencies back in 2014-2016 you might not have realized just how
volatile currency markets were.

Dropping the peg on $EURCHF destroyed many firms as this 1.20 $EURCHF level was
defended for four years and thus was highly leveraged, because everyone knew that you
could load up massive positions since the SNB had your back.

The moves up from the 1.20 peg weren't massive, but they were pervasive, and this trade
was put on in massive size.

Then January 14, 2015 happened, and they dropped the Peg to 1.20, and the EURCHF pair
dropped almost 20% IN ONE DAY!

(This is a daily chart of $EURCHF from 2011 to 2015)



Now if we look at the $CHFRUB pair we can clearly see that CHF has been the preferred
currency vs Rubles, at least.

What happened in 2014 to cause that explosive move against the Ruble? 2014 was when
Russia invaded and annexed Crimea. The invasion sparked massive amounts of sanctions on
Russia and by December the Bank of Russia had to increase interest rates from 10.5% to
17% to halt the collapse of the Ruble.

So that's why I'm paying a lot of attention to the currency markets right now.

In pre-market

$VIX is above 33



Levels of interest on $VIX
35.32
37.51
41.16
44.44
Above that we are in March 2020 territory

Fibonacci has been playing a bigger than normal role in my analysis lately, mostly because so
many people use it.

The $NDX and $SPX have NOT put in anything close to a Fibonacci retracement since the
March 2020 lows. It doesn't have to, but at least that will give us levels to watch out for if this
market doesn't catch a bid.

Key Daily Fibonacci Levels $SPX
-38.2% = 3800
-50% = 3500
-61.8% = 3200

https://twitter.com/search?q=%24VIX&src=cashtag_click


Key Daily Fibonacci Levels $NDX
-38.2% 12950
-50% 11700
-61.8% 10500



Key Fibonacci Levels for $BTCUSD
-38.2% 44,200
-50% 36,500
-61.8% 29,00



I remain short $QQQ and $GME via puts with 70% cash position if opportunity arises.

Currencies

Profits were hit on $USDCAD FBOR at +2R, and trail stop lowered on $NZDJPY short.

There are a boat load of great setups on dollar and yen pairs at the end of the day, depending
on the size of moves, we may or may not be able to take these trades do to position sizing
limits.

Intraday

Day trading $ES today, if we get any strength I'm watching Fridays low (4381.50) as overhead
resistance from a bounce and will be looking to be short from there. However, this will be a
major short covering level so the volatility at those levels will be big.

As $ES is already down over 2.5% on the day pre-market I'll be watching for lower risk
low-base shorts or FBOR scalps.



4260 was the October spike low and 4226.25 is the mid point of 2021 low to high aka the
pivot.

On the bull side, the daily SQN on $ES is neutral at -.46 but the price action is decidedly Bear
Volatile.

If something steps in here and bid's this market hard, I will stick with my FBOR scalping until I
get $VIX back below 20 or we get above the 4530 level, 200 or so points higher from here, to
even consider playing the market long.

There is an outside chance that if Fridays lows are overtaken and the short covering
commences we could find an always in long scenario, will play it bar by bar in the lab.

$MSFT reports Tuesday

Happy Trading
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